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Liberators
After thirty-five years of marriage, Mingus
Browning's African-American father has left
her Irish mother for a black woman, and the
young, beautiful lawyer decides to defend her
mother in the divorce proceedings, which
leads to events that change her life and her
relationships. A first novel. Reprint. 20,000
first printing.

Resurrecting Midnight
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When Morgan Carter's car breaks down 250
miles from his home, he figures his weekend
plans are ruined. But things are about to get
much, much worse: the country's power grid
has collapsed. There is no electricity, no
running water, no Internet, and no way to
know when normalcy will be restored-if it
ever will be. An avid survivalist, Morgan
takes to the road with his prepper pack on
his back. During the gruelling trek from
Tallahassee to his home in Lake County, chaos
threatens his every step but Morgan is hellbent on getting home to his wife and
daughters.

The Chilbury Ladies' Choir
A remote military research station in Utah
sends out a frantic distress call, ending
with a chilling final command: Kill us all!
Personnel from the neighbouring base rush in
to discover everyone already dead - and not
just the scientists, but every living thing
for fifty square miles has been annihilated.
The land is entirely sterile-and the blight
is spreading. To halt the inevitable,
Commander Gray Pierce and Sigma must unravel
a threat that rises out of the distant past,
to a time when Antarctica was green and all
life on Earth balanced upon the blade of a
knife. Following clues from an ancient map
rescued from the lost Library of Alexandria,
Sigma will discover the truth about an
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ancient continent, about a new form of death
buried under miles of ice.

Forsaking Home
The latest in the Little Sister's Classics
series resurrecting gay and lesbian literary
gems: a viciously funny, shocking yet
ultimately moving 1975 novel, an allegory of
Franco's Spain, about a young gay man (the
self-described "carnivorous lamb") coming of
age with a mother who despises him, a father
who ignores him, and a brother who loves
him.Author Agustin Gomez-Arcos left his
native Spain for France in the 1960s to
escape its censorship policies. The
Carnivorous Lamb, originally written in
French, won the Prix Hermes, and this, its
1984 English translation, was widely
acclaimed.

Days by Moonlight
One man struggles to save his family and his
small North Carolina town after America loses
a war in one second, a war based upon an
Electro Magnetic Pulse (EMP) weapon that will
send America back to the Dark Ages.

Those Who Remain
The final chapter in the Van Zandt saga is
here. The war between the Republic of
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Cascadia and the rogue nation Western Canada
is raging. With support from President Cruz
in the United States, Gordon Van Zandt has
assembled a formidable army to march north
and engage the forces of Western Canada, who
have occupied much of the panhandle of Idaho.
Gordon must defeat Jacques and his army
swiftly, but to do so requires a final
decisive battle. This battle will be do or
die for Gordon and his fledgling republic,
but is not the only problem Gordon is facing.
With much of his attention focused on
Jacques, he must also dedicate time to a
political war brewing in McCall and Olympia.
There he'll discover his adversary is the
most cunning and cut throat of any enemy he
has ever faced on the battlefield. When it
all ends, some who've stood with Gordon will
be lost and those who remain pray that their
sacrifices will usher in the new world
they've been fighting so hard for.

The Sixth Extinction
A gripping new novel from one of the bestknown names in survivalist fiction. Former
Marine-turned-author, G. Michael Hopf grabs
readers from page one with his breathtaking
blend of action, adventure, and political
intrigue. The End—the first book in Hopf ’s
New World series—has sold more than 50,000
copies, and word of mouth is quickly building
on the series as a whole. In the fourth book,
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The Line of Departure, the United States is
on the brink of total anarchy in the wake of
a super-EMP attack. Gordon Van Zandt and his
family have managed to beat the odds so far,
but can they survive once war erupts? From
the Trade Paperback edition.

Alpha and Omega
Marlena Aldrich Travis is still out there. I
don't think I'll ever be free. He's not going
to stop until I'm his. Elias and Sin may be
protecting me, but I'll never be safe. Not
with all the secrecy and lies I've been told.
But I have a secret of my own this time, and
it's destroying me slowly from the inside.
Elias Brooks I made a mistake by exposing
Marlee to my world, but I won't stop until I
make it right. It's too late to go back now.
She's mine. I'll let her unravel every
thread. Disclose every single half-truth
until I can breathe life back into her.
What's done is done. I put her in danger
before but never again. We made ourselves
vulnerable with our carelessness. We're both
to blame. When the threat comes to our
doorstep, will we fight through it together?
Or let it tear us apart?

Going Home
"Growing up on a dysfunctional commune with a
lesbian mom, all Deena wanted was a
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conventional life, but when her husband loses
their house and savings a cascade of
disasters ensues making her life anything but
normal. What will emerge from the wreckage of
her marriage and her worldly goods? Can
losing a house lead you home? Maybe the crows
know"--

The Line of Departure
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “A delightful
debut.”—People For readers of Lilac Girls and
The Nightingale, The Chilbury Ladies' Choir
unfolds the struggles, affairs, deceptions,
and triumphs of a village choir during World
War II. As England becomes enmeshed in the
early days of World War II and the men are
away fighting, the women of Chilbury village
forge an uncommon bond. They defy the Vicar’s
stuffy edict to close the choir and instead
“carry on singing,” resurrecting themselves
as the Chilbury Ladies’ Choir. We come to
know the home-front struggles of five
unforgettable choir members: a timid widow
devastated when her only son goes to fight;
the older daughter of a local scion drawn to
a mysterious artist; her younger sister
pining over an impossible crush; a Jewish
refugee from Czechoslovakia hiding a family
secret; and a conniving midwife plotting to
outrun her seedy past. An enchanting ensemble
story that shuttles from village intrigue to
romance to the heartbreaking matters of life
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and death, Jennifer Ryan’s debut novel
thrillingly illuminates the true strength of
the women on the home front in a village of
indomitable spirit.

Resurrecting Rain
"It's been a long hard ride for Morgan and
everyone. Just when things were starting to
look up, the park was attacked, and they lost
Bobbie. Danny's physical wounds were nothing
like the emotional loss of Bobbie. It was
hard on Mel as well and the rest of the group
also felt the loss. With the attacks on the
community becoming a greater threat, they
must be dealt with. These attacks must end.
But what can the group do against an army
with artillery? It's been almost a year since
The Day, and Morgan is worried about his
parents. It's something that has been on his
mind, often hidden or buried under the daily
burden of his new reality. That worry is
getting harder to ignore and something is
going to have to be done so he can know for
certain that they are safe, one way or
another. Even with all the life-threatening
issues, life must go on. The daily
requirements of feeding everyone and dealing
with the innumerable challenges that crop up
must be addressed. And there's Fred's
pregnancy. While a blessing, it presents
serious risks to her, and morning sickness is
the least of her concerns. The only easy day
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in this new world is yesterday." -- back
cover.

The End
Young Gordon Van Zandt is a true patriot so,
after 9/11, he dropped out of college and
joined the Marine Corps. This idealism
vanished one fateful day in a war-torn city
in Iraq. Ten years on, he is still struggling
with the ghosts of his past when a
devastating Super-EMP attack hits most of the
developed world, causing catastrophic damage.
All power and IT fails and Gordon must fight
for resources. He knows survival requires
action and cooperation, but as the days wear
on his sense of civic duty crumbles and he
must make difficult decisions to save his
family.

A Girl is a Half-Formed Thing
Winner of numerous literary awards including
the Baileys Women's Prize for Fiction, the
Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize and the
Goldsmiths Prize, Eimear McBride's debut
novel A Girl is a Half-formed Thing plunges
us into the psyche of a girl with
breathtaking fury and intimacy. 'Eimear
McBride is a writer of remarkable power and
originality.' Times Literary Supplement 'An
instant classic.' Guardian Adapted for the
stage by Annie Ryan for The Corn Exchange,
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Eimear McBride's A Girl is a Half-formed
Thing premiered at the Dublin Theatre
Festival 2014. 'Unflinching magnificent The
narrative transposes effortlessly to the
stage, as if this is where it belongs.'
Guardian 'One of the best stage adaptations
of a novel you're likely to see.' Sunday
Times

They Drive by Night
An "innovative" (The New Yorker) retelling of
the story of Dracula. Told with the flourish
and poise of a talented storyteller, Kostova
turns the age-old tale into a compelling
"late night page-turner" (San Francisco
Chronicle) When a young woman discovers a
cache of ancient letters, she is thrown into
the turbulent history of her parents' dark
pasts. Uncovering a labyrinthine trail of
clues, she begins to reconstruct a staggering
history of deceit and violence. Debut
novelist Elizabeth Kostova creates an
adventure of monumental proportions, a
relentless tale that blends fact and fantasy,
history and the present, with an assurance
that is almost unbearably suspenseful and
utterly unforgettable.

Home Coming
The only possible thing that could make
Morgan¿s world even more difficult happened.
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The Japanese fleet off the coast of
California was wiped out. An even that Morgan
and friends and family only knew about
because of the radio broadcasts from the
Radio Free Redoubt. So far removed from them
it barely warranted notice. That is until the
Chinese retaliated by launching a nuclear
counter-strike against Mac Dill Air Force
base. This, did warrant their attention and
had the potential to profoundly impact their
lives. As bad as the fear of nuclear fallout
was, it wasn¿t the only threat still haunting
northern Lake county. With proof the Russians
had pathfinder units on the ground, at a
minimum, in the state and discovery of Cuban
forces cooperating with them, something had
to be done. After encountering armored units
and realizing they were ill equipped to deal
with the threat, the old man called for help.
The call was answered, but would require a
near impossible trip by truck to Eglin Air
Force base. America was certainly on the
ropes, but she wasn¿t down yet. All Morgan
wants to do is protect his family and
friends. To restore a normal sense of life.
To see to it Mel and his girls are safe and
protected. He doesn¿t want to get involved in
these military actions. He¿s more focused on
trying to restore power to town. But his
desires are, to use a military term,
overtaken by circumstances, and, once again,
Morgan and his friends are compelled to get
involved. And this time, it will cost them.
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Written in Invisible Ink
The ships of the world are under attack,
attacks so sudden and vicious that many ships
are lost without a single distress call. The
navies of the world start a frenzied search,
but even these ships disappear without a
trace. Enter the Event Group, the most secret
organization in U.S. history. Armed with
proof that history is repeating itself, the
Group finds themselves in the grasp of an
insane genius straight out of the pages of
Jules Verne. They are up against the
descendent of the man who was the inspiration
for the captain of a vessel known to the
world as Nautilus. Legend comes to life in
the form of Leviathan, the most advanced
undersea vessel in history. She will stop at
nothing to save the seas and to render
justice to humankind for a world that has
long been dying, a world Leviathan plans to
alter forever, unless the Event Group can
stop her!

Avenging Home
New York Times bestselling author Harry
Turtledove reveals a new side of his potent
imagination in a gripping speculative novel
about the End of Days—and a discovery in the
Middle East that turns the world upside down.
What would happen if the ancient prophecy of
the End of Days came true? It is certainly
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the last thing Eric Katz, a secular
archaeologist from Los Angeles, expects
during what should be a routine dig in
Jerusalem. But perhaps higher forces have
something else in mind when a sign presaging
the rising of the Third Temple is located in
America, a dirty bomb is detonated in
downtown Tel Aviv, and events conspire to
place a team of archaeologists in the tunnels
deep under the Temple Mount. There, Eric is
witness to a discovery of such monumental
proportions that nothing will ever be the
same again. Harry Turtledove is the master at
portraying ordinary people caught up in
extraordinary events, and what is more
extraordinary than the incontrovertible proof
that there truly is a higher force
controlling human destiny? But as to what
that force desires . . . well, that is the
question.

Home
Includes the first chapter of Going home.

One Second After
As a magical revolution remakes a city, an
ancient evil is awakened in a brilliant new
novel from the Hugo-nominated author of
Foundryside and the Divine Cities trilogy. A
few years ago, Sancia Grado would’ve happily
watched Tevanne burn. Now, she’s hoping to
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transform her city into something new.
Something better. Together with allies Orso,
Gregor, and Berenice, she’s about to strike a
deadly blow against Tevanne’s cruel robberbaron rulers and wrest power from their hands
for the first time in decades. But then comes
a terrifying warning: Crasedes Magnus
himself, the first of the legendary
hierophants, is about to be reborn. And if he
returns, Tevanne will be just the first place
to feel his wrath. Thousands of years ago,
Crasedes was an ordinary man who did the
impossible: Using the magic of scriving—the
art of imbuing objects with sentience—he
convinced reality that he was something more
than human. Wielding powers beyond
comprehension, he strode the world like a god
for centuries, meting out justice and razing
empires single-handedly, cleansing the world
through fire and destruction—and even
defeating death itself. Like it or not, it’s
up to Sancia to stop him. But to have a
chance in the battle to come, she’ll have to
call upon a god of her own—and unlock the
door to a scriving technology that could
change what it means to be human. And no
matter who wins, nothing will ever be the
same. The awe-inspiring second installment of
the Founders Trilogy, Shorefall returns us to
the world Robert Jackson Bennett created in
his acclaimed Foundryside . . . and forges it
anew.
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Natalie Tan's Book of Luck and Fortune
BOOK 5 OF THE SURVIVALIST SERIES Against all
odds, Morgan Carter and his family have
endured despite the deteriorating conditions
surrounding them. Armed with survivalist
tactics, Morgan's crew, alongside their new
friends from the recently-liberated DHS camp,
have worked together to build a sustainable
communuity. But not all situations can be
prepared for. When a massive wildfire
threatens their very existence, they must
decide: fight or flight? From the author of
the hit Survivalist Series books,
Resurrecting Home is an action-packed
adventure that depicts the harrowing
possibilities of a world gone awry, and the
courage it takes to protect what matters
most.

And the Mountains Echoed
" Chronicles the challenges of Mark "Karate
Man" Turner when the lights go out over most
of the free world. He must find in himself
the ability to unite his family, friends, and
neighbors if any of them are to survive the
harsh reality that everyday life becomes when
the veneer of civilization is stripped
away"--From publisher description.

Extinction Darkness
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The New York Times bestselling author does it
again-in a fierce new novel of seduction,
intrigue, and betrayal. Gideon, a hired gun,
trusts no one. But when his former lover
resurfaces in need of his skills, Gideon
accepts. The assignment leads to Argentina
and a team of international mercenaries who
will maim, kill, and torture to achieve
victory. One of them has a connection to
Gideon that neither assassin is aware of, a
secret link that reaches into Gideon's past
and plunges him into a double-cross so
explosive no one will make it out unscarred.

Resurrecting Mingus
Botanist Alfred Homer, ever hopeful and
constantly surprised, is invited on a road
trip by his parents’ friend, Professor Morgan
Bruno, who wants company as he tries to
unearth the story of the mysterious poet John
Skennen. But this is no ordinary road trip.
Alfred and the Professor encounter towns
where Black residents speak only in sign
language and towns that hold Indigenous
Parades; it is a land of house burnings,
werewolves, and witches. Complete with
Alfred’s drawings of plants both real and
implausible, Days by Moonlight is a Dantesque
journey taken during the “hour of the wolf,”
that time of day when the sun is setting and
the traveller can’t tell the difference
between dog and wolf. And it asks that
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perpetual question: how do we know the things
we know are real, and what is real anyway?

Sanctuary
So, then. You want a story and I will tell
you one Afghanistan, 1952. Abdullah and his
sister Pari live in the small village of
Shadbagh. To Abdullah, Pari, as beautiful and
sweet-natured as the fairy for which she was
named, is everything. More like a parent than
a brother, Abdullah will do anything for her,
even trading his only pair of shoes for a
feather for her treasured collection. Each
night they sleep together in their cot, their
skulls touching, their limbs tangled. One day
the siblings journey across the desert to
Kabul with their father. Pari and Abdullah
have no sense of the fate that awaits them
there, for the event which unfolds will tear
their lives apart; sometimes a finger must be
cut to save the hand. Crossing generations
and continents, moving from Kabul, to Paris,
to San Francisco, to the Greek island of
Tinos, Khaled Hosseini writes about the bonds
that define us and shape our lives, and how
the choices we make resonate through history.

Conflicted Home
Book 3 of the New World Series Surviving the
attack proved to be more than they could have
imagined… Months after a super-EMP attack
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devastated the United States, the country is
now unrecognizable. Major cities are run by
gangs, survivors are dying of starvation and
the government is falling victim to
lawlessness. Those who were prepared for the
end find that they weren’t really prepared at
all. While some seek vengeance for their
losses, others are determined to restore the
nation. Gordon, Samantha, Sebastian, Barone,
Connor and Pablo are all on different paths,
but they are all in search of a home away
from chaos. They are all in search of a
sanctuary.

Escaping Home
Resurrecting Sunshine
At seventeen, Adam Rhodes is famous, living
on his own, and in a downward spiral since he
lost the girl he loved. Marybeth—stage name
Sunshine—was his best friend from the days
they were foster kids; then she was his
girlfriend and his band mate. But since her
accidental death, he's been drinking to deal
with the memories. Until one day, an
unexpected visitor, Dr. Elloran, presents
Adam with a proposition that just might save
him from himself. Using breakthrough cloning
and memory-implantation techniques, Dr.
Elloran and the scientists at Project Orpheus
want to resurrect Marybeth, and they need
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Adam to "donate" intimate memories of his
life with her. The memory retrieval process
forces Adam to relive his life with Marybeth
and the devastating path that brought them
both to fame. Along the way, he must confront
not only the circumstances of her death but
also his growing relationship with the
mysterious Genevieve, daughter of Project
Orpheus's founder. As the process sweeps Adam
and Marybeth ever closer to reliving the
tragedy that destroyed them, Adam must decide
how far he'll go to save her.

Lights Out
WINNER OF THE WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 2009
Jack Boughton - prodigal son - has been gone
twenty years. He returns home seeking refuge
and to make peace with the past. A bad boy
from childhood, an alcoholic who cannot hold
down a job, Jack is perpetually at odds with
his surroundings and with his traditionalist
father, though he remains Boughton's most
beloved child. His sister Glory has also
returned, fleeing her own mistakes, to care
for their dying father. A moving book about
families, about love and death and faith,
Home is unforgettable. It is a masterpiece.
'One of the greatest living novelists' BRYAN
APPLEYARD, SUNDAY TIMES 'A luminous, profound
and moving piece of writing. There is no
contemporary American novelist whose work I
would rather read' MICHAEL ARDITTI,
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INDEPENDENT 'Her novels are replete with a
sense of felt life, with a deep and abiding
sympathy for her characters and a full
understanding of their inner lives' COLM
TOIBIN 'Utterly haunting' JANE SHILLING,
SUNDAY TELEGRAPH

Shorefall
Darkness descends over the survivors of the
Extinction Cycle With nowhere left to run,
the Allied States fortifies their few
remaining outposts and relocates Central
Command to prepare for their final stand.
President Jan Ringgold and her generals know
beating the enemy on the battlefield is
impossible. The only path to victory seems to
be taking down the leader of the New Gods, a
sinister Chimera known as the Prophet, before
he can complete his campaign to enslave
humanity. While Captain Reed Beckham trains
new troops, his wife Doctor Kate Lovato
returns to the tunnels to infiltrate the
bioengineered enemy communication network.
Injured and exhausted, Master Sergeant
Fitzpatrick and Team Ghost make their way
back from Canada with a Chimera prisoner that
might be the key to finding the Prophet and
raising a new army. In this thrilling
conclusion to the Extinction Cycle series,
humanity bands together one last time against
the Variants. But time has run out for the
heroes of the first war to save what remains
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of the Allied States and perhaps, the world.

Shadow of the Locked
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE Set in the nearfuture, Into the Forest is a powerfully
imagined novel that focuses on the
relationship between two teenage sisters
living alone in their Northern California
forest home. Over 30 miles from the nearest
town, and several miles away from their
nearest neighbor, Nell and Eva struggle to
survive as society begins to decay and
collapse around them. No single event
precedes society's fall. There is talk of a
war overseas and upheaval in Congress, but it
still comes as a shock when the electricity
runs out and gas is nowhere to be found. The
sisters consume the resources left in the
house, waiting for the power to return. Their
arrival into adulthood, however, forces them
to reexamine their place in the world and
their relationship to the land and each
other. Reminiscent of Margaret Atwood's A
Handmaid's Tale, Into the Forest is a
mesmerizing and thought-provoking novel of
hope and despair set in a frighteningly
plausible near-future America. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

This is Not the End
"Just when Morgan thinks things are assuming
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some kind of normal another surprise lands in
his lap. He's made Sheriff. Harkening back to
a time when law enforcement was a local face
in the community Morgan is forced to step up
and be that face, much to his chagrin. With
the help of Thad, Danny and the rest of the
crew he accepts the challenge and tries to
make a positive impact. But he's in for yet
another surprise. New foes will arise and old
ones will return to conspire to destroy his
efforts."--Back cover.

Surviving Home
If you could choose one person to bring back
to life, who would it be? Seventeen-year-old
Lake Deveraux is the survivor of a car crash
that killed her best friend and boyfriend.
Now she faces an impossible choice.
Resurrection technology changed the world,
but strict laws allow just one resurrection
per citizen, to be used on your eighteenth
birthday or lost forever. You only have days
to decide. For each grieving family, Lake is
the best chance to bring back their child.
For Lake, it's the only way to reclaim a
piece of happiness after her own family fell
apart. And Lake must also grapple with a
secret--and illegal--vow she made years ago
to resurrect someone else. Someone who's not
even dead yet. Who do you need most? As
Lake's eighteenth birthday nears, secrets and
betrayals new and old threaten to eclipse her
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cherished memories. Lake has one chance to
save a lifebut can she live with her choice?

Leviathan
Morgan has managed to get through a lot.
Having made it back to his family and dealt
with the issues of unscrupulous neighbors, he
then had to deal with the presence of the
federal government and their nefarious
activities. But with the help of his close
knit group he prevailed. Life is settling
into a familiar routine. And with the help of
the US Army they are starting to rebuild
their community. But just when Morgan thinks
things are assuming some kind of normal
another surprise lands in his lap. He's made
Sheriff. Harkening back to a time when law
enforcement was a local face in the community
Morgan is forced to step up and be that face,
much to his chagrin. With the help of Thad,
Danny and the rest of the crew he accepts the
challenge and tries to make a positive
impact. But he's in for yet another surprise.
New foes will arise and old ones will return
to conspire to destroy his efforts. Morgan's
group will suffer loss, injury and constant
assault. His new position has made him a
target, as well as those he loves. The peace
and tranquility that the group has fought so
hard for will continue to elude them. The
fight, as Morgan soon learns, is just
beginning.
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The Carnivorous Lamb
Stories that map the writer's artistic
development, written with candor, detachment,
and passion. Hervé Guibert published twentyfive books before dying of AIDS in 1991 at
age 36. An originator of French "autofiction"
of the 1990s, Guibert wrote with aggressive
candor, detachment, and passion, mixing diary
writing, memoir, and fiction. Best known for
the series of books he wrote during the last
years of his life, chronicling his
coexistence with illness, he has been a
powerful influence on many contemporary
writers. Written in Invisible Ink maps the
writer's artistic development, from his
earliest texts—fragmented stories of queer
desire—to the unnervingly photorealistic
descriptions in Vice and the autobiographical
sojourns of Singular Adventures. Propaganda
Death, his harsh, visceral debut, is included
in its entirety. The volume concludes with a
series of short, jewel-like stories composed
at the end of his life. These anarchic and
lyrical pieces are translated into English
for the first time by Jeffrey Zuckerman. From
midnight encounters with strangers to
tormented relationships with friends, from a
blistering sequence written for Roland
Barthes to a tender summoning of Michel
Foucault upon his death, these texts lay bare
Guibert's relentless obsessions in miniature.
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Resurrecting Home
First published in 1938, this is the second
James Curtis title to be reprinted by London
Books (The Gilt Kid appeared in 2007) and
sees the author take his favourite themes of
justice and equality on a rollercoaster ride
through the streets of the capital and onto
the great roads heading north. This new
edition comes with an introduction by the
well-known writer, broadcaster and Curtis
fan, Jonathan Meades.

Enforcing Home
Book 3 of The Survivalist Series When society
ceases to exist, who can you trust? After the
collapse of the nation's power grid, America
is under martial law?and safety is an
illusion. As violence erupts around him,
Morgan Carter faces one of his most difficult
decisions yet: whether to stay and defend his
home, or move to a more isolated area, away
from the prying eyes of the government. He
and his family are hesitant to leave their
beloved Lake County, but with increasingly
suspicious activities happening in a nearby
refugee camp, all signs point towards
defecting. Morgan and his friends aren't
going to leave without a fight, though?and
they'll do anything to protect their
freedoms. From the author of the hit
survivalist novels Going Home and Surviving
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Home, Escaping Home describes the struggle to
live in a world with no rules, and how,
sometimes, the strength of family is the only
thing that can pull you through.

Into the Forest
***NATIONAL BESTSELLER*** Book 4 of The
Survivalist Series They survived the
collapse, but can they survive the aftermath?
Morgan Carter has weathered the weeks after
the collapse of the nation's power grid,
reuniting with his family and ensuring their
safety, but his struggle isn't over yet.
Carter must focus on survival in an
increasingly unstable society--but the
challenges he faces are beyond his wildest
imagination. Meanwhile, the enclosed quarters
of the nearby government-run refugee camp
make for an environment where injury, assault
and murder are the norm. As Jess creates
trouble within the camp, Sarge and his crew
plot to take down the entire establishment.
From the author of the hit Survivalist Series
books, Forsaking Home is an action-packed
adventure that depicts the harrowing
possibilities of a world gone awry, and the
courage it takes to protect what matters
most.

The Solar War
Lush and visual, chock-full of delicious
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recipes, Roselle Lim’s magical debut novel is
about food, heritage, and finding family in
the most unexpected places. At the news of
her mother’s death, Natalie Tan returns home.
The two women hadn’t spoken since Natalie
left in anger seven years ago, when her
mother refused to support her chosen career
as a chef. Natalie is shocked to discover the
vibrant neighborhood of San Francisco’s
Chinatown that she remembers from her
childhood is fading, with businesses failing
and families moving out. She’s even more
surprised to learn she has inherited her
grandmother’s restaurant. The neighborhood
seer reads the restaurant’s fortune in the
leaves: Natalie must cook three recipes from
her grandmother’s cookbook to aid her
struggling neighbors before the restaurant
will succeed. Unfortunately, Natalie has no
desire to help them try to turn things
around—she resents the local shopkeepers for
leaving her alone to take care of her
agoraphobic mother when she was growing up.
But with the support of a surprising new
friend and a budding romance, Natalie starts
to realize that maybe her neighbors really
have been there for her all along. PRAISE FOR
NATALIE TAN'S BOOK OF LUCK AND FORTUNE
“Natalie Tan’s Book of Luck and Fortune is
for every reader who likes a side of magic
with their foodie fiction. You’ll want to
move into the Chinatown neighborhood for the
mouth-watering dumplings and the charming,
eclectic neighbors. Exquisitely written,
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Roselle Lim sifts through the complicated
relationships between mothers and daughters,
the freedom in unraveling family secrets, and
the power of resilience.”—Amy E. Reichert,
author of The Coincidence of Coconut Cake and
The Optimist’s Guide to Letting Go “Roselle
Lim serves up a feast for the senses and the
heart with this magical tale of love, loss,
and redemption in San Francisco's Chinatown.
Filled with luscious, mouth-watering recipes,
Natalie Tan’s Book of Luck and Fortune
explores the hidden ties of family, mental
illness, and desires lost and found, through
the delectably transformative power of food.
I had to stop myself from running out to buy
juicy roast pork, plump crispy dumplings, and
sweet pea sprouts!”—Yangsze Choo, New York
Times bestselling author of The Ghost Bride
and The Night Tiger “A truly delicious pageturner, Natalie Tan’s Book of Luck and
Fortune is a magical feast for the mind, the
heart, and the senses. With mouth-watering
prose, crystallized characters, and a healthy
dash of magic, Lim has created the perfect
recipe for a truly delicious page-turner. I
devoured this book. Sign me up for
seconds!”—Samantha Verant, author of How to
Make a French Family "Vivid and lyrical with
a touch of magic. Natalie Tan’s Book of Luck
and Fortune explores culture, community, and
the complex love between mothers and
daughters, leaving your heart full…and your
belly hungry. I absolutely loved it."—Helen
Hoang, author of The Kiss Quotient “What a
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treat! Reminiscent of Joanne Harris’s
bestselling novel, Chocolat, Natalie Tan’s
Book of Luck and Fortune is heaped with heart
and topped with the sweetest sprinkle of
magic, creating a literary and culinary
feast. Infused with ancient traditions and
tantalizing recipes, Roselle Lim cooks up a
mouth-watering tale that’s sure to
delight!”—Lori Nelson Spielman, New York
Times bestselling author of The Life List

Resurrecting Her
The last place any of us expected the newest
mage to come from was the past and a book.
But Olin’s arrival has brought answers. He
knows why some mages can do magic and why
some cannot. We all came to Europe to get
answers about magic and our history, and
that’s exactly what we’re getting, in the
most unexpected ways. While we scour Germany,
France, Scotland, and other countries for
information and books, Nathaniel and I
shakily try to repair what has broken between
us. But I’ve noticed something new in
Borden’s eyes when he looks at me. We make a
good team. What would have happened if I had
met Borden first? I’m no longer a student,
and this is a new phase of life. I am
determined to take care of my newfound
family, and that involves a lot of alchemy
and real world moves in finding us a safe
home. But someone in our group isn’t telling
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the whole truth about their past, and now
every one of our lives is on the line.

The Historian
"When looting and rioting overwhelm all the
major US cities, Afghanistan War vet Ray
McGregor makes his way from Michigan's Upper
Peninsula to his parents' cattle ranch in
Bella Coola, British Columbia, in remote
western Canada. Joining him is his old friend
Phil Adams, a Defense Intelligence Agency
counterintelligence case officer based in
Washington State. Reckless banking practices,
hyperinflation, and government negligence
have led to an unprecedented socioeconomic
collapse in America that quickly spreads
throughout the world. Lightly populated Bella
Coola is spared the worst of the chaos, but
when order is restored it comes in the form
of a tyrannical army of occupation. Ray and
Phil soon become key players in the
resistance movement, fighting the occupiers
in a war that will determine not only their
own personal survival, but also the future of
North America."--Provided by publisher.
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